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[DESCRIPTION]

[invention Title]

METHOD FOR ENCODING AND DECODING FOR STEGANOGRAPHY

[Technical Field]

The present invention relates to an encoding method

for concealing a hidden message in original data and a

decoding method for restoring the resulting data and

extracting the hidden message and the original data.

[Background Art]

Reversible steganography technology, called

reversible data hiding, is technology that is used when

specific information is concealed in original data.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration

of a general reversible steganography system. The

reversible steganography system includes an encoder 11 and

a decoder 12. The encoder 11 performs the encoding of

concealing a hidden message in original data, and then

outputs the resulting data as output data. The decoder 12

receives the output data in which the hidden message is

concealed, and then performs the decoding of restoring the

original data and the hidden message.

Meanwhile, since conventional reversible

steganography technology has laid stress only on hidden



messages to be concealed, a method of integrally changing

the values of Least Significant Bits (LSBs) into a message

to be concealed has been used. At present, the restoration

of original data is considered important, an example of

which is the case in which the integrity of original data

or an electrical signature is concealed in original data.

For example, in the case of the transmission of an image,

if a watermark is inserted into an original image and then

the combination image is transmitted, a receiving side

restores both the original image and the watermark, thereby

proving the integrity using the information.

Recently, reversible steganography or watermarking

technology has been widely researched. In the steganography

technology, with regard to the concealment of information,

a difference expansion method of concealing information by

expanding the difference between adjacent pixel values, a

companding method of previously reducing the size of input

data, concealing information while expanding the reduced

data, and concealing errors generated at this moment, and a

shifting histogram method of concealing information by

shifting a histogram have been proposed.

The difference expansion method is a method of, with

an eye on the fact that there is a high correlation between

adjacent pixels, obtaining the difference between the

adjacent pixels, and multiplying the difference by 2 so as

to make an even number, thereby generating a space for



concealing one bit. Since there may be the case in which

the expansion is impossible, an expanded pixel pair and an

unexpanded pixel pair can be distinguished from each other

by concealing a location map. Recently, not only the

technique using the difference between pixels but also

various types of predictive coding techniques have been

used. The technique using the difference between two pixels

is used as one of the predictive coding methods .

Further, the companding technique uses a method of

arbitrarily reducing a pixel value and then expanding the

reduced pixel value. In the meantime, when a pixel value is

reduced and then expanded, an error occurs due to the

difference from an original value. This error is

appropriately coded and then concealed. Further, a space

capable of concealing information is generated during the

expansion, and then one bit is concealed in the space.

The shifting histogram method is a method of making

an empty color by shifting part of the histogram of an

original image by one, and then concealing secret

information using the empty color. If there is a color that

has not been used at all, this color is referred to as a

"zero point". The color having the highest frequency in the

histogram is referred to as a "peak point". When a zero

point is shifted from a color adjacent to a peak point by

one, the color that is immediately adjacent to the peak

point becomes a new zero point. In this method, when a bit



is concealed in a peak point, there is no change if a bit

value is 0', and the color of the peak point is changed to

the color of the zero point that is immediately adjacent to

the peak point if a bit value is 1 ' .

However, the conventional methods of concealing a

specific message in original data have a problem in that

they require a large amount of coding information to

perform encoding and decoding. Further, there is a problem

in that the size of the message that can be concealed in

specific original data is restricted. That is, in the

difference expansion method, a location map must be

concealed, and, in the companding technique, a companding

error must be concealed. Further, in the shifting histogram

method, information which performs a function similar to

that of a location map must be concealed in the case in

which a zero point does not exist.

[Disclosure]

[Technical Problem]

The present invention has been made to solve the above

problems, and proposes a scheme capable of reducing the

amount of coding information required for the encoding of

concealing a specific hidden message in original data and for

the decoding of restoring the resulting data. Further, the

present invention proposes a scheme capable of increasing the

size of a hidden message that can be concealed in limited



original data.

[Technical Solution]

In order to accomplish the above object, the present

invention provides an encoding method for steganography,

including a first step of selecting a plurality of partner

pixel values so that the ranges of adjacent pixel values,

located in the encoding processing direction, for the

partner pixel values do not overlap each other; a second

step of reading next pixel values until a pixel value, read

in the encoding processing direction, has one or more

adjacent pixel values located in the encoding processing

direction and corresponds to one of the partner pixel

values; a third step of replacing the found pixel value,

corresponding to one of the partner pixel values, with the

corresponding partner pixel value or leaving the

corresponding pixel value unchanged, depending on the bit

value of a hidden message to be concealed; a fourth step of

replacing the found pixel value with the corresponding

partner pixel value or leaving the corresponding pixel

value unchanged by repeating the second step and the third

step until the last bit of the hidden message to be

concealed is reached; and a fifth step of storing

information about the location of a pixel in which the last

bit is concealed in decoding information. Further, the

third step includes replacing the found pixel value with



the corresponding partner pixel value when the bit of the

hidden message to be concealed is Λl ', and leaving the

corresponding pixel value unchanged when the bit of the

hidden message is Λ0 ' . Further, the encoding processing

direction includes lateral rightward and leftward

directions, vertical upward and downward directions, and

diagonal directions.

Further, a decoding method for steganography,

includes: a first step of receiving decoding information,

including information about a plurality of partner pixel

values so that the ranges of adjacent pixel values, located

in the encoding processing direction, for the partner

respective pixel values do not overlap each other,

information about the encoding processing direction, the

ranges of adjacent pixel values, located in the encoding

processing direction, for the respective partner pixel

values, and the location of a pixel in which the last bit

of a hidden message is concealed; a second step of moving a

decoding start point to the location of the pixel in which

the last bit is concealed based on the decoding information

when encoding is performed; a third step of, when the

encoding is performed, reading pixel values from the

location of the pixel in which the last bit is concealed in

the direction opposite the encoding processing direction

until a pixel value corresponding to one of the partner

pixel values is found; a fourth step of, based on whether



an adjacent pixel value, located in the encoding processing

direction related to the found pixel value, is included in

the range of adjacent pixel values of the decoding

information, determining the bit value of the hidden

message concealed in a found pixel, and determining whether

to replace the found pixel value with the corresponding

partner pixel value; and a fifth step of extracting a bit

0 ' or yl ', included in the hidden message, by repeating

the third step and the fourth step until a last pixel value

is reached, and leaving the found pixel value corresponding

to one of the partner pixel values unchanged or replacing

the found pixel value with the corresponding partner pixel

value. Further, the fourth step includes extracting a bit

0 ' and then leaving the found pixel value unchanged when

the adjacent pixel value, located in the encoding

processing direction related to the found pixel value, is

included in the range of adjacent pixel values of the

decoding information; and extracting a bit 1 ' and then

replacing the found pixel value with the corresponding

partner pixel value when the adjacent pixel value is out of

the range of adjacent pixel values.

[Advantageous Effects]

As described above, the present invention can

effectively reduce coding information required for the

encoding of concealing a specific hidden message in original



data and for the decoding of restoring the resulting data.

Further, the size of a hidden message that can be concealed

in the limited original data can be effectively increased.

[Description of Drawings]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the configuration

of a general reversible steganography system;

FIG. 2 is a view showing part of an expanded image;

FIG. 3 is a view showing a spatial relationship

between pixels;

FIG. 4 is a view showing the encoding for concealing

a hidden message in an original 8*8 image block and the

decoding for restoring the resulting block to the original

image block and detecting the hidden message according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing an encoding process of

concealing a hidden message in an original image according

to an embodiment of the present invention; and

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a decoding process of

restoring an original image and then extracting a hidden

message by decoding the image, encoded through the process

of FIG. 5 , according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

[Mode for Invention]

Embodiments of the present invention will be



described in detail below with reference to the attached

drawings. In the following description, when reference

numerals are given to the respective elements of the

drawings, it should be noted that the same reference

numerals are used throughout the different drawings to

designate the same components as far as possible.

FIG. 2 is a view showing part of an expanded image

and FIG. 3 is a view showing a spatial relationship between

pixels.

In the case of an image of a picture existing in the

natural world, there is little difference between a pixel

and a pixel adjacent thereto. For example, as shown in FIG.

2 , even when the black pupil of an eye meets the white

eyeball area, the color at the boundary therebetween does

not rapidly change from a black color to a white color, but

there is gradual transition therebetween. When this fact is

generalized, a pixel adjacent to a given pixel has a

specific upper limit or lower limit rather than a random

value .

There is a spatial relationship between pixels, in

which, when it is assumed that the pixel value of a pixel

(i,j) is X(i,j), as shown in FIG. 3 , X(i,j) has a separate

spatial relationship with each of X(i,j+1), X(i+l,j), X(i-

l,j), X(i,j-1), X(i-1, j-1), X(i+l,j+l), X(i+l,j-l), and

X(i-l,j+l). For example, there exists a spatial

relationship between a pixel (i,j) and a pixel (i,j+l),



which are located to the right of the pixel (i,j) .

The present invention provides a method of concealing

data using the spatial relationship between respective

pixels. For example, it is assumed that P is a specific

pixel value, that R(P) is a set of the pixel values of

pixels at the right of the pixel having the pixel value P ,

and that P" is the pixel value of an element of R(P) . Here,

P" exists between P"min and P"max, that is, P"min ≤ P" <

P"max .

The P"min means the minimum value of elements of

R(P), and P"max means the maximum value of elements of

R(P).

If two pixel values are P and Q (P ≠ Q ) and there is

no intersection between sets of pixel values at the right

of the respective pixel values P and Q (that is, R(P) D

R(Q) = 0), predetermined data can be concealed by

exchanging the pixel values P and Q . That is, when it is

apparent that P", which is an element of R(P), is not an

element of R(Q), and Q", which is an element of R(Q), is

not an element of R(P), data b ' which consists of one bit

can be concealed as the following Equation 1 .

[Equation 1 ]

(P, P") : = { (P, P") if b = 0 , (Q, P") if b = 1 }

(Q, Q") : = UQ, Q") if b = 0 , (P, Q") if b = 1 }



That is, it is assumed that a pixel value is P and a

pixel value to the right of the pixel value P is P". If the

bit b ' to be concealed is 0 , the pixel value P is left

unchanged, and if the bit b ' to be concealed is 1 , the

pixel value P is replaced by the corresponding partner

pixel value Q . In the same manner, it is assumed that a

pixel value is Q and that the pixel value to the right of

the pixel value Q is Q". If the bit b ' to be concealed is

0 , the pixel value Q is left unchanged; and if the bit b '

to be concealed is 1 , the pixel value Q is replaced by the

corresponding partner pixel value P .

As described above, a bit is concealed by replacing

pixel values, and then the concealed bit is found by

performing decoding. That is, with the use of the decoding

information of the provided (P"min, P , P"max) and (Q"min,

Q , Q"max) , when the fact that P and Q are not replaced is

detected, it is determined that bit 0 is concealed, and

when the fact that P and Q are replaced is detected, the

replaced pixel values are restored to original pixel values

and it is determined that bit 1 is concealed.

An embodiment of the encoding of concealing one bit

of a hidden message in original data and the decoding the

resulting data will be described below with reference to

FIG. 4 , showing an image block having 8 * 8 pixels as an

example.

FIG. 4 is a view showing the encoding of concealing a



hidden message in an original 8*8 image block and the

decoding of restoring the resulting block to the original

image block and detecting the hidden message according to

the embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 (a) is an original image before the hidden

message is concealed. Values mean 0 to 255 colors included

in grayscale. Of course, this method can be applied to a

colored image as well as a grayscale image.

In the case in which pixel values are 48 and 71 in

the image of FIG. 4 (a) , when pixels to the right of a pixel

having the pixel value 48 are considered (since the last

pixel value 48 has no pixel to the right thereof, it is not

considered) , it can be seen that the values thereof are 49,

70, 61, 48, and 40. That is, when it is assumed that the

pixel value 48 is P , it can be seen that a set R(P), which

is a set of pixels to the right of the pixel value P , is a

set having elements {40, 48, 49, 61, 70}.

For an element P" of R(P), it can be seen that P"rnin

is 40 and P"max is 70. Therefore, in the case of the pixel

having the pixel value 48, the element P", located to the

right of the corresponding pixel, is in the range of 40 ≤

P" < 70.

In the same manner, when pixels to the right of a

pixel having a pixel value 171 are considered, it can be

seen that the values thereof are 170 and 180. As a result,

when it is assumed that a pixel value 171 is Q , it can be



seen that a set R(Q), which is a set of pixels to the right

of the pixel value Q , is {170, 180}. For an element Q" of

R(Q), it can be seen that Q"inin is 170 and Q"max is 180.

Therefore, in the case of a pixel having the pixel value

171, the element Q", located to the right of the

corresponding pixel, is in the range of 170 ≤ Q" ≤ 180.

As a result, when it is assume that P" indicates

pixel value elements to the right of the pixel value 48 and

Q" indicates pixel value elements to the right of the pixel

value 171, the following values are obtained.

40 < P" < 70 (therefore, P"max = 70 and P"min = 40)

170 < Q" < 180 (therefore, Q"max = 180 and Q"min =

170)

Therefore, it can be seen that Q"min ) P"max. The

pixel values 48 and 171 have no part in which the range of

pixel values to the right of the pixel value 48 and the

range of pixel values to the right of the pixel value 171,

that is, P" and Q", overlap each other. In the present

invention, two colors, the ranges of which do not overlap

each other, are set to a pair 48 and 171 and referred to as

partner pixel values .

The case of concealing a hidden message which

consists of the bit string 0110101' in an original message

will be described as an example using the partner pair 48

and 171 in which the ranges of pixel values to the right

thereof do not overlap each other. First, a search is



started from a first pixel and conducted toward the right.

If the pixel value is 48 or 171, a bit value is concealed.

If the bit value to be concealed is 0 ' , the pixel value is

left unchanged. If the bit value is l ' , the pixel value is

replaced by its partner value.

For example, the case of concealing a hidden message,

which consists of the bit string *0110101', in an original

message is shown in FIG. 4 (b) . In the case of a pixel

having a first pixel value 48, the pixel value 48 is left

unchanged so that Λ0', which is the first bit of the given

bit string Λ0110101' , can be detected when decoding is

performed. In the case of a pixel having a second pixel

value 48, it can be seen that the pixel value 48 is

replaced by a pixel value 171, which is the partner pixel

value thereof, so as to show the fact that the second bit

Λl ' of the bit string Λ0110101' is concealed. For

reference, since a pixel having the pixel value 48, which

has a black border, has no pixel to the right thereof, it

dose not conceal any bit information.

Meanwhile, in order to perform the decoding of

restoring the original message, in which the hidden message

which consists of the bit string is concealed, as shown in

FIG. 4 (b) , the decoding is performed in the direction

opposite the encoding processing direction of FIG. 4 (b) .

That is, bits are found from a pixel that conceals the last

bit to the first pixel in a backward direction, and then



the original image is restored.

In the case in which a pixel value, read in the

direction opposite the encoding processing direction, is

48, which corresponds to one of the partner pixel values,

and the pixel value to the right thereof is larger than 70,

it can be seen that the concealed bit is l ' and the pixel

value 48 is restored to the corresponding partner pixel

value 171. If the pixel value to the right thereof is equal

to or smaller than 70, it can be seen that the hidden bit

is Λ0 ' and the corresponding pixel value 48 is left

unchanged. In the same manner, in the case in which the

pixel value is 171 and the pixel value to the right thereof

is larger than 70, the hidden bit is 0 ' and the

corresponding pixel value 171 is left unchanged. If the

pixel value to the right thereof is equal to or smaller

than 70, the hidden bit is Λl ' and the pixel value 171 is

restored to the corresponding partner pixel value 48. As a

result, pixel values are read in the direction opposite the

encoding processing direction and decoding is performed, so

that the hidden message ^0110101' is finally restored, as

shown in FIG. 4 (c) , and the decoded image can be restored

to be the same as the original image.

Meanwhile, although pixels to the right of a

predetermined pixel have been described as an example until

now, left direction, upward/downward direction, and

downward diagonal right /left directions can also be used as



examples, and the directions can be mixed and then used, so

as to increase size. If pixels to the left of a specific

pixel are selected, the reading direction, when encoding is

performed, starts from the right to left direction, and a

decoding is performed from the left to right direction. In

order to conceal bits in an original image and then restore

them, only information values, such as i , j , processing

direction, and boundary values, are required. If only one

processing direction is used, the processing direction

information is not required.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing an encoding process of

concealing a hidden message in an original image according

to an embodiment of the present invention.

Although an encoding process of concealing a hidden

message in an original image will be described below, a

process of concealing a hidden message in original data

which has a data type other than an image type will be

performed in the same manner.

First, partner pixel values are selected at step S50,

and a plurality of partner pixel values, in which the

ranges of adjacent pixel values located in the encoding

processing direction of respective specific pixel values do

not overlap each other, are selected at step S51. Although

an example in which the encoding processing direction is to

the right will be described below, various encoding

processing directions, such as left, diagonal, upward, and



downward directions, can be used as other embodiments.

The partner pixel values are selected such a way that

the ranges of the adjacent pixel values located to the

right of the corresponding pixels do not overlap each

other. For example, pixel values 48 and 171 are selected as

partner pixel values in FIG. 4 . Since adjacent pixel values

located to the right of a pixel having the pixel value 48

are {40, 48, 49, 61, 70}, it can be seen that the range of

the adjacent pixel values ranges from 40 to 70, and since

the adjacent pixel values located to the right of a pixel

having the pixel value 171 are {170, 180}, it can be seen

that the range of the adjacent pixel values ranges from 170

to 180. Therefore, because the range of the adjacent pixel

values of the pixel value 48 and the range of the adjacent

pixel values of the pixel value 171 do not overlap each

other, the pixel values 48 and 171 can be selected as

partner pixel values. As a result, as long as the ranges of

adjacent pixel values located to the right of specific

pixels do not overlap each other, it will be apparent that

various partner pixel values can be selected.

After the partner pixel values are selected, the

first bit of a hidden message to be concealed is read at

step S51.

After partner pixel values are selected and the first

bit of the hidden message is read, pixel values are

sequentially read until a pixel value read in the right



direction (in the encoding processing direction) has one or

more adjacent pixel values located to the right thereof

and, simultaneously, the read pixel value corresponds to

one of the selected partner pixel values. Thereafter, the

corresponding pixel value is replaced by the corresponding

partner pixel value or is left unchanged, depending on the

bit value of a hidden message to be concealed.

To be more particular, after the partner pixel values

are selected at step S50 and the first bit of the hidden

message is read at step S51, the first pixel value of the

original image is read when reading is conducted toward the

right, and whether the read pixel value has one or more

adjacent pixel values located to the right thereof, that

is, in the encoding processing direction, is determined at

step S52. When there is no adjacent pixel value located to

the right of the read pixel value, that is, in the

processing direction, pixel values in the next line are

read at step S53.

Meanwhile, for the read pixel value, when one or more

adjacent pixel values located to the right thereof exist,

whether the read pixel value corresponds to one of the

selected partner pixel values is determined at step S54. If

the read pixel value does not correspond to one of the

selected partner pixel values, the next pixel value is read

at step S55, and the above processes are repeated at steps

S52, S53, and S54 .



In contrast, when the read pixel value corresponds to

one of the selected partner pixel values (for example, a

pixel value 48 or 171, which is selected as the partner

pixel value) , whether the first bit of the read hidden

message is Λl ' is determined at step S56. If the first bit

is not Λl ' but Λ0 ' , the corresponding pixel value is left

unchanged and the next pixel value is read at step S55, and

the above steps S52, S53, S54, and S56 are repeated.

Meanwhile, when the bit of the read hidden message is

l ', the corresponding pixel value is replaced by the

corresponding partner pixel value at step S57. Thereafter,

if it is found that the bit is not the last bit of the

hidden message at step S58, the next bit of the hidden

message is read at step S59, and the above steps S55, S52,

S53, S54, S56, S57, and S58 are repeated, thereby finally

generating an encoded image, as shown in FIG. 4 (b) .

On the other hand, if the read bit is the last bit of

the hidden message, the location of a corresponding pixel,

in which the last bit is concealed, is stored in decoding

information. The reason for this is, when decoding is

performed, to perform the decoding from the pixel in which

the last bit is concealed in a backward direction rather

than to perform a search from the last pixel. After all of

the desired bits are concealed, remaining partner colors

are ignored. The reason for this is that, if pixels, in

each of which a desired bit is not concealed, are searched,



a problem may occur in that erroneous decoding may be

performed in which it is determined that each of the

pixels, in each of which the desired bit is not concealed,

conceals a bit 0 ' . Therefore, since pixels that were

ignored when encoding is performed must be ignored,

decoding is performed from the pixel that conceals the last

bit.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a decoding process of

restoring an original image and then extracting a hidden

message by decoding an image encoded through the process of

FIG. 5 according to an embodiment of the present invention.

First, before decoding is performed, decoding

information must be received at step S61. The decoding

information can be received from the encoder, and the

decoding information includes information about a plurality

of partner pixel values, information about an encoding

direction, information about the range of adjacent pixel

values in the encoding processing directions for the

respective partner pixel values, and the location of the

pixel in which the last bit of a hidden message is

concealed. Hereinafter, it is assumed that partner pixel

values i ' and Λj ' are 48 and 171, as described in the

examples of the encoding of FIG. 4 (b) and FIG. 5 , that the

encoding processing direction is the direction toward the

right, that for the pixel value 48, the range of adjacent

pixel values located to the right of the pixel value 48



ranges from 40 to 70, and, that for the pixel value 171,

the range of adjacent pixel values located to the right of

the pixel value 171 ranges from 170 to 180.

Decoding is performed based on the decoding

information. The decoding start point is moved to the pixel

that conceals the last bit of a hidden message at step S62.

The reason for this is to read pixel values from the pixel

that conceals the last bit in a direction reverse to the

encoding processing direction. The reason for this is that,

although all of the remaining partner colors are ignored

when all of the desired bits are concealed during the

encoding, erroneous decoding may be performed, so that it

is determined that each of the pixels conceals a bit Λ0

when the pixels, in each of which the desired bit is not

concealed, are searched. Therefore, since pixels which have

been ignored during the encoding must be ignored during the

decoding, decoding starts from the pixel that conceals the

last bit.

After the decoding start point is moved, the encoded

image, including the hidden message which consists of a bit

string, is read from the pixel value corresponding to the

location of the pixel that conceals the last bit, in the

direction opposite the encoding processing direction, that

is, to the left direction, at step S63. For example, with

reference to FIG. 4 (b) , the pixel value 48, located in a

pixel (8,3) which conceals the last bit, is read.



Whether the read pixel value is consistent with one

of the partner pixel values 48 and 171 is determined at

step S64. When the read pixel value is not consistent with

one of the partner pixel values, the next pixel value is

read at step S65. For example, when the pixel values are

read in the direction opposite the encoding processing

direction in FIG. 4 (b) , the pixel values are read in the

order of 48 170 143 150 160 .

As the result of the reading, when the read pixel

value is consistent with one of the partner pixel values,

it is determined whether the read pixel value is out of the

range of the pixel value read before the corresponding

pixel value is read, that is, the range of adjacent pixel

values located in the encoding processing direction (in the

right direction) at step S66.

In the case in which the pixel value read before the

corresponding pixel value is out of the range of adjacent

pixel values, the corresponding pixel value is replaced by

the corresponding partner pixel value at step S67.

Furthermore, since the pixel value is replaced, the bit

value is determined to be l ' at step S69. For example,

when the pixel values are read in the left direction, that

is, in the direction opposite the encoding processing

direction, in FIG. 4 (b) , the pixel values are read in the

order of 48 170 143 150 160 . When the pixel

value 48, which is one of the partner pixel values, is



read, a pixel value 180, located to the right of the pixel

value 48, exceeds the maximum value 70 of the adjacent

pixel values of the pixel value 48 and is out of the range

of the adjacent pixel values. Therefore, the corresponding

pixel value 48 is replaced by the corresponding partner

pixel value 171 and a hidden bit l ' is extracted.

Meanwhile, when the adjacent pixel value, adjacent to

the read pixel value, is not out of the range thereof and

is included in the corresponding range, the corresponding

pixel value is left unchanged and the bit value is

determined to be 0 ' at step S67, the next pixel value is

read at step S65, and then the above steps S64, S66, S67,

S68, S69, S70, and S65 are repeated. The above steps are

repeated until the pixel value of the first pixel, which is

the last pixel in the direction opposite the encoding

processing direction, is read at step S70.

Although the embodiments of the present invention have

been disclosed, various modifications are possible without

departing from the scope of the invention. Therefore, it

will be apparent that the scope of the patent rights of the

present invention is not determined by the above-described

embodiments, but encompasses all equivalent scope as well

as the claims .

[industrial Applicability]

The present invention proposes a method of reducing



the amount of coding information required for the encoding

of concealing a specific hidden message in original data

and for the decoding of restoring the resulting data.

Furthermore, the present invention proposes a method of

increasing the size of a hidden message that can be

concealed in limited original data.



[CLAIMS]

[Claim l]

An encoding method for steganography, comprising:

a first step of selecting a plurality of partner

pixel values so that ranges of adjacent pixel values,

located in an encoding processing direction, for the

partner pixel values do not overlap each other;

a second step of reading next pixel values until a

pixel value, read in the encoding processing direction, has

one or more adjacent pixel values located in the encoding

processing direction and corresponds to one of the partner

pixel values;

a third step of replacing the found pixel value,

corresponding to one of the partner pixel values, with the

corresponding partner pixel value or leaving the

corresponding pixel value unchanged, depending on a bit

value of a hidden message to be concealed;

a fourth step of replacing the found pixel value with

the corresponding partner pixel value or leaving the

corresponding pixel value unchanged by repeating the second

step and the third step until a last bit of the hidden

message to be concealed is reached; and

a fifth step of storing information about a location

of a pixel in which the last bit is concealed in decoding

information.



[Claim 2]

The encoding method according to claim 1 , wherein the

third step comprises replacing the found pixel value with

the corresponding partner pixel value when the bit of the

hidden message to be concealed is Λl', and leaving the

corresponding pixel value unchanged when the bit of the

hidden message is Λ0 ' .

[Claim 3]

The encoding method according to claim 1 , wherein the

encoding processing direction comprises lateral rightward

and leftward directions, vertical upward and downward

directions, and diagonal directions.

[Claim 4]

A decoding method for steganography, comprising:

a first step of receiving decoding information,

including information about a plurality of partner pixel

values so that ranges of adjacent pixel values, located in

an encoding processing direction, for the partner

respective pixel values do not overlap each other,

information about the encoding processing direction, the

ranges of adjacent pixel values, located in the encoding

processing direction, for the respective partner pixel

values, and a location of a pixel in which a last bit of a

hidden message is concealed;



a second step of moving a decoding start point to the

location of the pixel in which the last bit is concealed

based on the decoding information when encoding is

performed;

a third step of, when the encoding is performed,

reading pixel values from the location of the pixel in

which the last bit is concealed in a direction opposite the

encoding processing direction until a pixel value

corresponding to one of the partner pixel values is found;

a fourth step of, based on whether an adjacent pixel

value, located in the encoding processing direction related

to the found pixel value, is included in the range of

adjacent pixel values of the decoding information,

determining a bit value of the hidden message concealed in

a found pixel, and determining whether to replace the found

pixel value with the corresponding partner pixel value; and

a fifth step of extracting a bit Λ0 or Λl ', included

in the hidden message, by repeating the third step and the

fourth step until a last pixel value is reached, and

leaving the found pixel value corresponding to one of the

partner pixel values unchanged or replacing the found pixel

value with the corresponding partner pixel value.

[Claim 5]

The encoding method according to claim 4 , wherein the

fourth step comprises extracting a bit 0f and then leaving



the found pixel value unchanged when the adjacent pixel

value, located in the encoding processing direction related

to the found pixel value, is included in the range of

adjacent pixel values of the decoding information; and

extracting a bit l ' and then replacing the found pixel

value with the corresponding partner pixel value when the

adjacent pixel value is out of the range of adjacent pixel

values .
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